moving average with external process model (16), the multivariate state space model (17), multivariate nonparametric regression (18), the vector autoregressive (VAR) model (19, 20) , the spacetime autoregressive integrated moving average model (21), and the structure time-series model (22) . Regardless of the univariate and multivariate models, conventional short-term traffic flow forecasting methods concentrate on forecasting traffic flow levels with a presumed homogeneous variance. Heteroscedasticity has been observed in various states of traffic, especially when traffic is congested (23). In this sense, the existence of heteroscedasticity in traffic flow series can invalidate the statistical tests of significance whose variances do not vary with the effects being modeled.
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Effective modeling of traffic flow variance would produce more accurate confidence intervals for short-term traffic flow forecasts and thus improve forecasting reliability. Because the generalized autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (GARCH) model can be used to describe the time-varying volatility structure of the time series data, it was introduced by Kamarianakis et al. for forecasting the conditional variance of speed with the mean equation of an autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model (24) . Similarly, the GARCH model was used by Guo for conditional variance forecasting to 15-min volume based on a seasonal ARIMA model (25) . Furthermore, Tsekeris and Stathopoulos used a fractionally integrated asymmetric power ARCH model with the mean equation of an autoregressive fractionally integrated moving average model for traffic volatility forecasting and found that the combined model outperformed the ARIMA-GARCH model (26) . Because of the stochastic characteristics in traffic flow series, another volatility model, the stochastic volatility model, was proposed by Tsekeris and Stathopoulos for urban traffic variability forecasting (27) . The evaluation results showed that the stochastic volatility model could produce more accurate forecast speed variance than the GARCH model. Although many studies have been done on short-term traffic flow variance forecasting, few have considered developing their mean equations by using multiple traffic parameters. It is well known that there are inherent relationships between traffic parameters and that there exists heteroscedasticity in traffic flow series. Thus this paper proposes a combined VAR and multivariate GARCH (MGARCH) method for short-term traffic flow forecasting for urban roads, in which the VAR model is used as the mean equation of the MGARCH model. The purpose of the paper is twofold. First, it illustrates the potential use of a VAR model by incorporating the relationship between various traffic parameters to enhance the Reliable short-term traffic flow forecasting plays an essential role in advanced traveler information systems, route guidance systems, and proactive traffic signal control systems that require reliably forecast traffic information in real time, and many studies have been made. However, the confidence interval forecasting that is important to reliable short-term traffic flow forecasting was lacking until recent emphasis on traffic volatility. Short-term traffic flow forecasting can be divided into two categories of interest: conventional traffic flow forecasting based on level forecasting, and reliable traffic flow forecasting based on conditional variance forecasting.
For conventional traffic flow forecasting, many univariate forecasting techniques have been proposed, ranging from nonlinear time series (1) (2) (3) (4) to Kalman filtering (5, 6) to nonparametric regression (7, 8) to neural networks (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) . Various multivariate models have also been presented that improve forecasting accuracy by incorporating information from nearby sites or with similar traffic flow patterns. Successful efforts include the autoregressive integrated accuracy of forecasting at the traffic flow level. Second, it provides insight into use of a MGARCH model for modeling traffic flow variance to improve the reliability of traffic flow forecasting.
MetHodoloGy
The VAR-MGARCH method is presented in this section. First, the VAR model is proposed for modeling multiple traffic flow evolution and forecasting traffic flow levels. Second, the MGARCH model is presented for capturing heteroscedasticity in traffic flow series. The models are described as follows.
VAR Model
Because the relationship between traffic flow parameters was not considered in traditional univariate time series models for short-term traffic flow forecasting, the VAR model (a typical multivariate time series model) was applied in this study. Unlike the univariate time series model, the VAR model offers a flexible framework for modeling multiple variable series, in which the variables can be treated jointly as endogenous and the relationship between variables can be inferred without assumption of a prior restriction (28) . For traffic flow series modeling, the VAR model has been shown to capture effectively both the autocorrelation structure of traffic flow series and the relationship between traffic flow variables (19) (20) (21) .
Given a discrete traffic flow series Z t , the VAR model can be defined as Similar to the univariate time series models, each of the traffic flow series (e.g., volume or speed) in the VAR model should be stationary or differenced to be stationary. For testing whether the traffic flow series is stationary, the unit root test based on the augmented Dickey-Fuller approach can be applied. Since traffic flow series are usually nonstationary but can be transformed to be stationary after 1-order differencing (3, 6) , Equation 1 can be rewritten as
F i − I is the compressed matrix, in which I is the identity matrix.
Multivariate GARCH Model
Once the residual series U t is generated by the VAR model, the MGARCH model can be applied for capturing the heteroscedasticity. In this paper, the order of the MGARCH was selected as (1,1) for two reasons. First, this will simplify the process of model parameter estimation. Second, it has been extensively proved to be able to adequately represent traffic flow dynamics (24, 27 where U t = residual generated from the VAR model at time interval t; V t−1 = information up to time interval t − 1; H t = conditional variance matrix at time interval t, that is,
W = constant coefficient vector; A = nonnegative coefficient matrix of lagged sample variance; and B = nonnegative coefficient matrix of lagged conditional variance.
Generally, multiple variables considered in the MGARCH model will lead to two difficulties in modeling multiple traffic flow series. First, the increase in variables could make model parameter estimation more complex. Second, if one variable is an exact linear combination of the others, the positive definite of the covariance matrix may not be guaranteed. For solving these two difficulties, a simplified form of the MGARCH model, the BEKK model proposed by Engel and Kroner (29) , was applied to meet the requirements for the positive definite of the covariance matrix and for fewer model parameters to be estimated. Let
where Ã k and B k are the square matrices with N dimensions and ⊗ denotes the matrix Kronecker product. The MGARCH (1, 1) model can be transformed as 
Model VAlidAtion
In this section, the traffic volume and speed data used in this study are described, and the VAR-MGARCH method is validated.
data description
Urban traffic flow data from two cities in China were obtained, and three types of urban roads-expressway, major arterial, and minor arterial-were selected. Measurements from two vehicle detector stations installed along each road type were used. Table 1 contains descriptions of the stations. The measurements, including volume and speed, were aggregated at 5-min intervals and were divided into a calibration data set and an evaluation data set, as described in Table 2 . The traffic measurements passed traditional quality screening tests, and data imputation had been performed with the historical average method before the data were used in this work. As reported by the two urban traffic monitoring systems, missing, erroneous, and suspicious data for the six stations are all at less than 5%, ensuring that the selected traffic data can be used for model validation and evaluation.
Model Validation

Stationary Test for Volume and Speed Series
Both volume and speed series in the VAR model are required to be stationary or differenced to be stationary. Therefore, the conventional unit root test based on the augmented Dickey-Fuller approach was used. Table 3 presents the augmented Dickey-Fuller test results, in which t δ is the t-statistic value of the unit root. If t δ is less than the critical value of augmented Dickey−Fuller at a significance level (e.g., 0.05 in this study), the series is stationary; otherwise, the series is nonstationary. In the present case, both the original volume and the speed series are nonstationary but can be made stationary through 1-order differencing. This verifies that it is reasonable to assume that the 1-order differenced volume and speed series are stationary for Equation 2.
Lag Order Determination for VAR Model
Lag order determination is essential for a VAR model. A larger lag order may better reflect the traffic dynamics, but it rapidly increases the number of parameters to be estimated. Therefore, some testing criteria have been proposed, including maximum likelihood, Akaike information criterion, and Bayesian information criterion (BIC). In this study, the BIC was chosen because the optimal lag order determined by the BIC is usually smaller than that chosen by the Akaike information criterion. Table 4 presents the lag order determination results based on the BIC. At a significance level of 0.05, the optimal lag order was determined as 2 for the expressway and 3 for the urban arterials. For convenience, the lag order of the VAR model was set as 3 for all types of urban roads.
Residual Autocorrelation Test
To check whether the VAR (3) model is adequate for capturing the autocorrelation structure in the volume and speed series, the autocorrelation of the residual series after the VAR (3) model is applied was checked, and the result is shown in Figure 1 . The autocorrelations are trivial up to lag 12 for all stations, indicating that VAR (3) is adequate for modeling the volume and speed series.
Heteroscedasticity Test for Traffic Flow Series
Although the autocorrelations of the residual series are insignificant, the test of the autocorrelation structure in the squared residual series showed that the residual series has a time-varying conditional variance. Therefore, the conventional White heteroscedasticity test was applied to the residual series. The fundamental principle of the White heteroscedasticity test is to compare the White statistic NR 2 , where N denotes the sample size and R 2 denotes the unadjusted coefficient of determination, with the critical value χ 2 α (n) at a significant level α, where n is the degree of freedom. If NR 2 > χ 2 α (n), the residual series is heteroscedastic; otherwise, it is not heteroscedastic. The heteroscedasticity test result is presented in Table 5 , in which the P-value denotes the probability for not rejecting the null hypothesis NR 2 > χ 2 α (n). It is clear that the traffic flow residual series is heteroscedastic across all the stations, supporting the necessity of forecasting the conditional variance in short-term traffic flow forecasting.
PeRfoRMAnCe eVAluAtion
In this section, three performance measures were used to evaluate the proposed method: mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), confidence interval, and kickoff percentage (KP). The time-varying confidence interval was computed from the forecast heteroscedasticity at a confidence level of 95%, and the KP was computed as the invalid forecasts accounting for the whole forecasting samples, where a forecast is invalid if the forecast confidence interval cannot cover the actual observation.
forecasting Performance of the Proposed Method Table 6 presents the overall performance for the evaluation data set across all the stations. The table shows that volume forecasting accuracy varies across road types. The MAPE values for expressway, major arterial, and minor arterial are about 9%, 15%, and 19%, respectively. In contrast, the forecasting accuracy of speed does not significantly vary across all road types with all the MAPE values smaller than 10.5%. This indicates that the urban traffic volume is easily affected by some uncertain factors (probably bicyclists and pedestrians) and is difficult to forecast. The results also show that the proposed method can be used for both volume and speed forecasting with relatively good accuracy, although the performance of volume for urban arterials is not as good as that of speed because of interrupted traffic flow characteristics. Table 6 also presents the averages of the confidence intervals. The average of volume confidence interval decreases from expressway to major arterial to minor arterial. To some extent, this is consistent with the factual quantities of volume on different urban road types. Comparatively, the average of speed confidence interval does not significantly vary across all road types. The average confidence interval values of speed are about 20 km/h, 15 km/h, and 20 km/h for the expressway, major arterial, and minor arterial, respectively. The KP values for both volume and speed are also presented in Table 6 and are smaller than 6% without obvious fluctuations across all the stations, indicating that the forecast confidence intervals have a possibility that is larger than 94% to cover the actual observations.
Illustrating the forecast confidence interval fluctuations over time, Figure 2 shows the forecast standard errors using 1 week (June 15 to June 21, 2011) of data at Station 101400501. The forecast standard errors show significant fluctuations by time of day but have a similar pattern across weekdays. Moreover, the standard errors on the weekends (June 18 and June 19) are generally smaller than those on weekdays, indicating greater traffic flow dynamics on weekdays.
For further evaluation of the proposed method performance under different traffic conditions, four time periods were chosen to represent two types of traffic condition. The uncongested traffic condition was assumed with two time periods, 2:00 to 5:00 a.m. and 1:00 to 4:00 p.m.; the congested traffic condition was assumed with 6:00 to 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 to 7:00 p.m. The forecast confidence interval and KP values are reported in Table 7 . Both the forecast average confidence interval and KP values of volume under uncongested traffic conditions are smaller than those under congested traffic conditions. However, the forecast average confidence interval and KP values of speed show no evident difference between uncongested and congested traffic conditions, indicating that there is no obvious relationship between speed variability and traffic conditions for urban roads, although larger traffic variability is usually observed when traffic conditions are congested, as shown in Figure 2 .
Comparative Analysis
To illustrate the advantages of the proposed method, two alternative forecasting models, the univariate ARIMA model and the VAR (3) model, were constructed and compared with the proposed method by using the same data set.
First, the MAPE and KP were compared. As shown in Figure 3 , a and b, the MAPE values of the proposed VAR-MGARCH method are quite similar to those of the VAR (3) model for both volume and speed. This is because the forecasts from the VAR-MGARCH model are determined mainly by its mean equation, that is, the VAR (3) model. In addition, it is observed that the VAR-MGARCH model and the VAR model outperform the univariate ARIMA model, which indicates that both volume and speed could be better forecast if the relationship between volume and speed were incorporated in development of the forecasting model. For kickoff percentages as shown in Figure 3 , c and d, the proposed method outperforms the other two models with the smallest KP values across all the stations.
Second, the confidence interval was compared for the three models. Presenting Station 101400501 on June 3, 2011, as an example, Figure 4 gives details of the actual observations and the forecast up and down 95% limits of the three models.
Several observations can be drawn from Figure 4 . First, the VAR-MGARCH method can generate time-varying confidence intervals for both volume and speed, whereas the VAR and ARIMA models can merely produce constant confidence intervals. Generally, the confidence intervals generated by the VAR-MGARCH method vary with the fluctuations instead of the actual values of observed volume and speed. For example, for the time period of 8:00 to 9:00 p.m., although the speeds are quite similar to those from the period of 5:00 to 6:00 p.m., the confidence intervals are much narrower because of the smaller fluctuations. Second, the confidence intervals generated by the VAR-MGARCH method can better reflect traffic fluctuations and consequently can produce more valid traffic forecasts for the kickoff observations. For light traffic conditions such as those from 1:00 to 6:00 a.m., all the confidence intervals of volume forecast by the three models can well cover the actual observations because of the fairly stable fluctuation. However, the confidence interval of volume forecast by the proposed method is narrower than those by the other two models. For congested traffic conditions such as from 7:00 to 10:00 a.m., much higher fluctuations of speed are observed. Correspondingly, the proposed method generates much wider confidence intervals for better reflecting speed dynamics. Consequently, the confidence intervals generated by the proposed method can cover more valid actual speed observations compared with the other two models.
ConClusions
Short-term traffic flow forecasting for both level and variance has an essential role in advanced traveler information systems, route guidance systems, and proactive traffic signal control systems that require real-time and reliably forecast traffic information. Because it is well known that there are inherent relationships between traffic parameters (such as volume and speed) and that heteroscedasticity exists in traffic flow series, this paper proposed a VAR-MGARCH method for short-term traffic flow forecasting for urban roads, in which the VAR model is used as the mean equation of the MGARCH model for modeling multiple traffic flow levels, and the MGARCH model is used to model conditional traffic flow variances. The proposed VAR-GARCH method was tested with volume and speed data from three types of urban roads: expressway, major arterial, and minor arterial. Empirical evaluation showed that the proposed method can produce acceptable volume and speed forecasts for all types of urban roads for forecasting accuracy and conditional forecasting confidence intervals. Compared with the VAR model and the conventional ARIMA model, the proposed VAR-MGARCH method is able to produce more accurate volume and speed forecasts with time-varying confidence intervals. Moreover, it was observed that the confidence intervals generated by the VAR-MGARCH method can better reflect fluctuations in traffic flow and consequently produce more valid traffic forecasts. Further study will investigate an adaptive model that can be integrated into the proposed method for iteratively estimating the time-varying parameters of the VAR and MGARCH models.
